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The research article abstract has increasingly gained importance since it is

found at the beginning of most journal articles and it allows readers to decide

whether or not it is worth their time to read it. Although there is some research on

abstracts, interdisciplinary and contrastive studies on the structure of abstracts

are very limited. The main purpose of this study is to explore the rhetorical

structure and the similarities and differences between RA abstracts written in

English and those written in Turkish in the fields of applied linguistics and

educational technology. Fifty abstracts written in each language were selected for

analysis. In order to analyze the structural organization of these abstracts, the

mixed type model was used. The results showed that the Introduction,

Methodology and Results moves were the most frequent moves İn both languages.

The most striking difference between languages was the laek of a Discussion move

İn the abstracts written in Turkish while it existed in approximately 50 per cent of

RA abstracts written in English. The findings of the study have some pedagogical

implications for academic writing courses espeeially for non-native speakers of

English.
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Araştırma makalesi özeti, çoğu bilimsel dergi makalelerinin başlangıcında

bulunduğu ve okuyucuya bu makalenin okumaya değer olup olmadığı konusunda

karar vermesine yardımcı olduğu için gittikçe önem kazanmıştır. Özetlerle ilgili

bazı araştırmalar olmasına rağmen, özetlerin yapısı üzerine disiplinler arası ve

karşılaştırmalı çalışmalar sınırlı sayıdadır. Bu çalışmanın temel amacı, Uygulamalı

Dilbilim ve Eğitim Teknolojileri alanlarında İngilizce ve Türkçe yazılmış

araştırma makalelerinin özetlerindeki organizasyonu ve organizasyonlar

arasındaki benzerlik ve farklılıkları araştırmaktır. Analiz için her dilden ellişer

makale seçilmiştir. Bu özetlerin yapısalorganizasyonunu incelemek için karma

model kullanılmıştır. Sonuçlar, her iki dilde de Giriş, Metot ve Sonuç adımlarının

en sık görülen adımlar olduğunu göstermiştir. Diller arasındaki en dikkat çekici

farklılık, İngilizce yazılmış özetlerin neredeyse yarısında Tartışma adımı

bulunurken Türkçe yazılmış özetlerde bu adımın bulunmamasıdır. Çalışma

sonuçlarının özellikle ana dili İngilizce olmayan kişiler için akademik yazma

konusunda eğitsel önerileri bulunmaktadır.

Anahtar Kelimeler

Biçim analizi, araştırma makalesi özetleri, yapısal organizasyon, adımlar, karşılaştırmalı
çalışma
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

Academic writing has increasingly become an essential skill to gaın success ın

international academic community. Since Swales' (1990) publication of the CARS model

(Create aResearch Space), a number of studies have been carried out using the model to

investigate research article (RA) introductions (Samraj, 2002; üzturk, 2007; Hirano, 2009).

Swales' study led to more research into the structure of other sections of the RAs such

as methods (Bruce, 2008), results (Bruce, 2009), discussions (Holmes, 1997; Peacock, 2002),

and discussions and conclusions (Yang & Allison, 2003).

In recent years, RA abstracts have attracted great interest due to the important role

they fulfill. As Lores (2004: 281) explains, 'they constitute the gateway that leads readers to

take up an article, joumals to select contribution or organizers of conferences to accept or

reject papers'.

Although writing an abstract has been assumed as an easy task, this is not true due to

the fact that the abstracts are also written according to a genre.

Previous studies of RAs have mainly focused on linguistic realizations, rather than

rhetorical organization (Santos, 1996; Lores, 2004; Pho, 2008).

Although some studies investigate abstracts from broad areas such as humanities,

social and natural sciences (Stotesbury, 2003; Martin, 2003), most studies examine abstracts

in one discipline. For example, Santos (1996) and Lores (2004) focus on linguistics. Pho

(2D08), on the other hand, analyzes abstracts in the fields of applied linguistics and

educational technology, which are also the fields of İnterest İn the present study. But İn Pho's

(2008) study, not only the rhetorical moves of abstracts, but also the linguistic realizations of

moves and authorial stance in different abstract moves were explored.

Despite the fact that RA abstracts have been analyzed in language s other than English

(such as Spanish and Freneh), to the researeher's knowledge, no study has investigated RA

abstracts in Turkish. The few studies that have compared RA abstracts in English and in other

languages have focused on onlyone field. For example, Martin (2003) analyzes English and

ı



Spanish RA abstracts in experimenta1social sciences. Bonn and Swales (2007), on the other

hand, compare French and English academic artide abstracts from the language sciences.

The present study aİms to investigate the rhetorical structure of abstracts İn the

disciplines of Applied Linguistics and Educational Technology. it a1so compares the

rhetorical organization of abstracts written in English and Turkish.
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CHAPTER2

REVIEW OF LITERA TURE

This chapter is set out of three sections in order to review the literature related to

the study. Firstly, this chapter presents some information conceming genre and genre

analysis. Secondly, background information on RA sections is presented. Thirdly, an

overview of studies on abstracts is given.

2.1. 'Genre' and 'Genre Analysis'

Achieving a level of an average native speaker is apoint which second or

foreign language learners are interested in. Especially non-native academics who aim to

obtain international recognition in scientific writing need to know textual organization

and linguistic features of scientific genres. Although there are some guidebooks about

writing research articles, they have been found inadequate (Martin, 2003). Therefore,

more studies on academic genres are needed to help non-native speakers to gain success

in international community.

'Genre' and 'genre analysib' are important terms that need to be explained in

academic writing. There are sever,l definitions of 'genre'. For example, Swales (1990:

33) defines 'genre' as "a distinctive category of discourse of any type, spoken or

written". In Holmes' (1997: 2) study 'genre' is defined as "a class oftexts characterized

by a specific communicative furiction that tends to produce distinctive structural

patterns". ı
According to DUdley-EVani and St John (2002: 87), genre analysis focuses on

"the regularities of structure that distinguish one type of text from another type".

Genre analysis began with Swa1+' (1990) study on the introduction to academic

articles. Swales analyzed 158 RA introductions and developed a framework in order to

help non-native speakers of Englis !. In his model, Swales used some moves and steps

to analyze academic writing.
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Swales' Create-a-Research-Space (CARS) model (Swales, 1990: 141) for the

introduction of an artide is presented below:

Move 1 Establishing a territory
Step 1 Claiming centrality

and i or
Step 2 Making topic generalizations

and i or
Step 3 Reviewing items of previous research

Move 2 Establishing aniche
Step lA Counter-claiming

andı or
Step lB Indicating a gap

and i or
Step 1C Question-raising

and i or
Step 1D Continuing a tradition

Move 3 Occupying the niche
Step lA Outlining purposes

or
Step LB Announcing present research
Step 2 Announcing present findings
Step 3 Indicating RA structure

Figure 2.1 Swale's CARS model (Swales, 1990: 141)

Defmitions of 'move' and 'step' are given below:

A 'move' is a unit that relates both to the writer's purpose and to the content that

s/he wishes to communicate. A 'step' is a lower level text unit than the move that

provides a detailed perspective on the options open to the writer in setting out the moves

(Dudley-Evans & St John, 2002:89).

In this model, the general topic is discussed in Move 1. Also this move may

present the centrality of the topic within the field. In Move 2, aniche within the territory

İs created pointing out a gap in previous researches. Finally Move 3 indicates how the

research will fill this niche.

Swales modified the CARS model in Swales (2004). In this revision, the number

of step s in Move ıwas reduced to one. Also the number of step s in Move 2 was

reduced to two and a new optional step was added. in Move 3, the number of steps was

raised to seven, one obligatory, three optional and three "PISF (probable in some fields,
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but unlikely in others)" steps (p. 232). The revised version of CARS model is given

below (Swales, 2004: 230, 232):

Move 1 Establishing a territory
Topic generalizations of increasing specificity

Move 2 Establishing aniche
Step lA Indicating a gap

or
Step LB Adding to what is known
Step 2 Presenting positive justification (optional)

Move 3 Presenting the Present Work
Step 1 Announcing present research descriptively and/or purposively (obligatory)
Step 2 Presenting RQ or hypotheses (optional)
Step 3 Definitional clarifications (optional)
Step 4 Summarizing methods (optional)
Step 5 Announcing principal outcomes (probable in some fields)
Step 6 Stating the value of the present research (probable in some fields)
Step 7 Outlining the structure of the paper (probable in some fields)

Figure 2.2. Swale's modified CARS model (Swales, 2004: 230, 232)

Swales' modified CARS model has not been as popular as his 1990 model in

studies on the organization of introductions.

2.2. Background Information on Sections of Research Articles

2.2.1. Introduction seetion

With Swales' 1990 model, introductions to RAs have become an important area

for the analysis of academic writing.

Using Swales' 1990 model Samraj (2002) analyzed twelve RA introductions

from two related fields, Wildlife Behavior and Conservation Biology. All of the RA

introductions were published in 1995. The results showed that introductions in Wildlife

Behavior RAs most1ycontained the moves given in the CARS modeL.The background

move was found mostly in Wildlife Behavior RA introductions, whereas centrality

c1aims were common in Conservation Biology RA introductions. In this study, some

changes were suggested and a modified version of CARS model was provided.

In Ozturk's (2007) study, twenty RA introductions were analyzed and the

differences between two subdisciplines of applied linguistics, second language
5



acquisition and second language writing research, were investigated. Swale' s (1990)

CARS model was used in the analysis of the RA introductions. The findings pointed to

the differences in the structural organization of RA introductions in two subdisciplines

of applied linguistics. in the second language acquisition corpus, the CARS model was

mostly followed. However, in the second language writing corpus, there was not a

common pattern in the organization of RA introductions.

Hirano's (2009) study used CARS model to analyze twenty RA introductions

from two international journals in the field of English for Specific Purposes in two

languages, Brazilian Portuguese and English. The results indicated that introductions in

English followed the CARS model Cıosely. But most of the introductions in Brazilian

Portuguese did not contain move 2.

The CARS model (1990) has also been used to analyze abstracts although this

framework was fırst developed to analyze RA introductions (see Lores, 2004).

2.2.2. Other sections of research articles

Swales' study led to more research into the structure of other sections of the RAs

such as Methods, Results, Discussions, Conclusions and Abstracts. However, the

number of studies in these sections is limited. Of these, there is more research on the

Discussion section.

Holmes (1997) examined the structure of thirty Discussion sections in three

discipIines, History, Political Science and Sociology. Articles were selected from a

period of two years to control the changes within diseiplines. Analysis of the RAs was

based on a modified version of the moves presented in previous studies. The results

showed that there were not obligatory moves in the Discussion sections. The most

frequent moves were Generalization and Statement of Results. In this study, the articles

were also analyzed to determine the most frequent moves which open and close the

Discussion section. Statement of Results move w~s found the preferred opening move,

and Recommendation move was found the most frequent one as a Cıosing move.
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In another study (Peaeoek 2002), eommunieative moves in Diseussion seetions

were investigated across seven diseiplines - Physies, Biology, Environmental Seienee,

Business, Language and Linguisties, Public and Social Administration, and Law. Some

interdisciplinary variation and NS/NNS differenees were found in the type and number

of moves and move eycles. At the end of the study, two moves were eombined and

some moves were ehanged, and a revised model was proposed.

In a related study presenting the data for the strueture of the Results, Diseussion

and other following seetions, Yang & Allison (2003) analyzed the Results, Diseussions,

Conclusions and Pedagogie Implieations seetions of 20 RAs. The analysis found that

there are six moves in Results section, seven moves in Diseussion section, three moves

in Conclusion seetion and four moves in Pedagogie Implieations section. 'Reporting

results' move is obligatory and the most frequent move in Results section, whereas

'Commenting on results' move is the most frequent and obligatory move in Discussion

move. The most frequent element of Conclusion seetion is 'Summarizing the study'.

'Drawing pedagogic implications' step in 'Dealing with Pedagogic issues' move is the

most frequent one in Pedagogic ImpIications section.

There is one more study focusing on the Results section. In Bruce's (2009)

study, the Results sections from RAs in two disciplines, sociology and organic

ehemistry, were analyzed. The findings showed that there were differences between two

disciplines in terms of social genre elements of context, epistemology and writer stance.

Additionally, sociology Results sections mostly used the cognitive genre termed Report,

and organic chemistry Results sections mainly used Explanation cognitive genre.

There is onlyone study about the Methods seetion ofRAs. Bruce's (2008) study

investigated the use of cognitive genres in 'fast' methods sections and 'slow' methods

seetions (Research İn the social sciences are characterized as slow, and those in the

physical sciences, such as medicine and engineering, are characterized as fast.). The

data were analyzed for "the use of the organizational features of a cognitive genre

model for textual structures" (p. 38). In addition, linguistics features were analyzed

using the software Oxford Wordsmith Tools 4.0. The results showed that the

7



Explanation cognitive genre was consistently used in the fast methods, whereas there

was a combination of Recount and Report cognitive genres in slow methods.

2.3. Researeh Article Abstracts

As for the research artiele abstracts, it has increasingly gained importance since

the abstract is found at the beginning of most journal artieles and it allows readers to

decide whether it is worth their time to read it. As Pho (2008: 231) says, "it 'sells' the

artiele".

Until recently, writing an abstract has been seen as an easy task when compared

to writing a complete RA. However, this is not true because abstracts have a different

genre and they differs from RAs in some ways. According to Lores (2004), these are

abstracts' function, rhetorical structure and linguistic realizations which are connected

to each other. The function of an abstracts helps to decide its structure as well as its

linguistics realizations. There are two types of abstracts in terms of functions: indicative

and informative abstracts (Ventola, 1994 cited in Lores, 2004).

2.3.1. Types of abstracts

Indicative abstracts merely indicate what kind of research has been done. An

indicative abstract gives a brief description to help readers understand the scope of the

paper and some finding without going into details. it is like the summary of the

Introduction seetion in RAs (Lores, 2004). Indicative abstracts match the CARS model

and they have three moves (Establishing a territory, Establishing aniche, Occupying the

niche) and different steps within each move.

In contrast to an indicative abstract, an informative abstract mirrors the structure

of the whole artiele. it indicates what kind of research has been done. Additionally, it

gives the main results and summarizes the whole paper. This type of abstract resembles

8



the IMRD model and there are four moves (Introduction, Methodology, Results,

Discussion) (Lores, 2004).

There is not much research on the abstracts of RAs when their importanee is

eonsidered. Hyland (2000) mentioned the importanee of the abstraets in his study. For

example, when the title of an artiele is not enough for the reader, abstraet gives more

information about that artiele. Also, the abstraet offers a brief overview of the researeh

and helps to understand whether that study eontains the information that the reader

needs. In addition, after reading an artiele, the abstraet helps readers to remember the

content of that artiele, so it saves time.

2.3.2. Previous studies on researeh artiele abstracts

There are a few studies on abstracts from the field of applied linguisties. In these

studies, focus was not only on the strueture of the abstraets but also on the linguistie

realizations.

In Lores' (2004) study, the analysis of RA abstracts from two different points

(rhetorical organization and thematic strueture) was reported. Thirty-six abstraets were

taken from four journals in the field of linguistics: Journal of Linguisties, Applied

Linguisties, Linguisties and Journal of Pragmatics. Nine abstraets were seleeted from

eaeh of the journals. Three different types of strueture were found in that study.

Twenty-two abstracts were informative abstraets whieh followed the IMRD strueture,

whereas eleyen abstracts were found to follow the CARS strueture (indicative

abstracts). Also, another structure which did not mateh either of the two structures was

found in three abstraets. In this strueture, the abstract "starts with a CARS type of

strueture in which an IMRD model İs embedded" (Lores, 2004: 285). Lores (2004: 286)

called this strueture "eombinatory structure" which is a mixed type of informative-

indieative abstracts.

In another study, Santos (1996) earried out aresearch about abstracts' textual

organization and some key features. He analyzed ninety-four abstracts from three

9



journals in the field of applied linguistics: Language Learning, Applied Linguistics and

TESOL Quarterly. The main aim of this research was to see the summarized version of

RAs offered by researchers. it was found that abstracts followed a five-move pattem:

Move 1 Situating the research
Submove lA Stating current knowledge

and/or
Submove lB Citing previous research

and/or
Submove 1C Extended previous research

and/or
Submove 2 Stating a problem

Move 2 Presenting the research
Submove 1A Indicating main features

and/or
Submove LB Indicating main purpose

and/or
Submove 2 Hypothesis raising

Move 3 Deseribing the methodology
Move 4 Summarizing the results
Move 5 Discussing the research

Submove 1 Drawing conclusions
and/or

Submove 2 Giving recommendations

Figure 2.3. Santos' move pattem (Santos, 1996: 485)

In that pattem, in Move 1 the general topic and the shortcomings of previous

study is stated and the reader is motivated to examine the research. Move 2 introduces

the research descriptively or purposively. Move 3 deseribes the design of the study.

Move 4 suınmarizes briefly the main results of the research and in Move 5 conclusions

are drawn or recommendations are offered. it was alsa found in that study that different

moves serve different genre purposes, and as a result of this, each move needs to have

different linguistic resources such as thematization, tense choice, and voice choice.

Interdisciplinary studies on the structure of abstracts are very limited. Similar to

the research carried out in onlyone field, interdisciplinary research alsa focuses on both

the structures and linguistic realizations.

Hyland (2000) analyzed eight hundred abstracts from the 1997 issues of ten

journals in eight disciplines (Sociology, Marketing, Philosophy, Biology, Applied

Linguistics, Electronic engineering, Mechanical engineering, Physics). Five moves were

10



found according to the results of the analysis. These moves were Introduction, Purpose,

Method, Product (Results) and Conclusion. In that study, very limited number of

abstracts contained all the five moves. The most frequent move was Product and the

most frequent move structures were Purpose-Method-Product and Introduction-

Purpose-Product. The fındings also showed that in the sofi knowledge fields

Introduction was an important move, whereas in the hard knowledge fields Introduction

was omitted in favour of the Method move.

Pho's (2008) study investigated the rhetorical moves as well as the linguistic

realizations of abstracts. Thirty RA abstracts published between 2005 and 2006 were

selected from three journals in the fields of applied linguistics (The Modem Language

Journal and TESOL Quarterly) and educational technology (Computers and Education).

Santos's (1996) model was used to analyze the structure of the abstracts. But, in that

study, moves were not divided into submoves. The model contained five moves:

Situating the research, Presenting the research, Deseribing the methodology,

Summarizing the findings and Discussing the research. The results showed that there

were some differences in the structure of abstracts between the journals but there were

three obligatory moves in these two fields. These moves were Presenting the research,

Deseribing the methodology, and Summarizing the results. On the other hand, "situating

the research" move was the least frequent move in all journals. The results also

indicated that the linguistic realizations of moves were similar across the journals and

disciplines. it was found that grammatical subjects, verb tense and voice can help

distinguish moves in the abstract in terms of linguistic features.

As far as contrastive studies are concemed, there is very little research on the

rhetorical structure of RA abstracts comparing different languages.

Martin (2003) carried out a genre analysis of English and Spanish research paper

abstracts in experimental social sciences to investigate to what extend there is a

rhetorical variation between the RA abstracts written in English for international

journals and those written in Spanish and published in Spanish journals. The study

contaİned a total of ı60 RA abstracts written in English and Spanish. The results
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showed that the rhetorical structure of abstracts written in Spanish in the area of

experimental social sciences generally reflected the international conventions based on

the norms of the English academic discourse community. Structural units in the

abstracts were Introduction, Methods, Results and Conelusion. it was also found that the

most frequent unit was Introduction and the frequency of Methods unit was similar in

the abstracts in both languages. On the other hand, Conelusion was more frequent in the

abstracts written in English and there was a tendeney to omit Results in Spanish

abstracts.

In another contrastive study, Bonn and Swales (2007) compared English and

French academic artiele abstracts in the language sciences to understand how and why

the genre might be affected according to the language. Sixty abstracts were selected in

each language. There were two corpora in that study. The first one consisted of abstracts

from a French linguistics journal and a corresponding English one. The other corpus

contained paired French and English abstracts from the bilingual EAP journal Asp;

along with a report on e-mail interview findings from two artieles in Asp journal.

However, there was not significant finding at that point. The abstracts differed in terms

of choice of voice, personal pronoun use, sentence length and transition word selection.

In addition to these linguistics features, minor difference in rhetorical features was

found. English abstracts focused on the importance of the research, whereas French

abstracts placed more emphasis on giying data.

In the contrastive studies mentioned above, Spanish and French abstracts were

compared to abstracts written in English. However, in these studies, the focus was more

on the linguistic features. The writers did not pay much attention to rhetorical features.

More contrastive research is needed in this area. As far as Turkish is concemed, there is

no research on abstracts. Hence the purpose of this study is to investigate the similarities

and differences between the rhetorical structure of abstracts written in English and

Turkish.

The research questions are given below:

l-How are Applied Linguistics abstracts written in English organised?

2-Howare Educational Technology abstracts written in English organised?
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3-Are there any similarities and differences between the structural organization

of Applied Linguistics abstracts and Educational Technology abstracts written in

English?

4-How are Applied Linguistics abstracts written in Turkish organised?

5-How are Educational Technology abstracts written in Turkish organised?

6-Are there any similarities and differences between the structural organization

of Applied Linguistics abstracts and Educational Technology abstracts written in

English?

7-Are there any similarities and differences between the structural organization

of Applied Linguistics abstracts written in English and Turkish?

8-Are there any similarities and differences between the structural organization

ofEducational Technology abstracts written in English and Turkish?
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CHAPTER3

METHODOLOGY

This ehapter deseribes the eorpus and proeedures for analysis used in this study.

it eonsists of two seetions.

3.1. The Corpus

The eorpus used in the present study consisted of 100 RA abstraets from ı8
leading journals in the fields of Applied Linguisties and Educational Technology. Fifty

articles were written in English and fifty in Turkish.

The eorpus was restrieted to empirieal studies. As Holmes (1997) mentions in

his study, different types of articles "represent distinct genres with distinct

communieative purposes" (p. 5, 6) therefore, theoretical and review articles were

exc1uded from the scope of the study.

3.1.1. The English corpus

The corpus contained a total of 50 RA abstracts written İn English. Articles were

selected from 10 different journals. Leading journals of the field were chosen for the

study. (The impacts factors of the journals ranged from 1 to 2)

Five journals were used for each field, and the abstracts were chosen randomly

from each journal. All of the articles in the English corpus were published between

2006 and 2010.

Journals in the field of Applied Linguistics were Studies in Second Language

Acquisition (SSLA), The Modern Language Journal (ML), Applied Linguistics (AL),

Language Learning (LL), System (SYS). Journals in the field of Educational

Technology were Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL), Language and
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Education (LE), British Journal of Educational Technology (BJET), Journal of

Computer Assisted Learning (CAL), Computers and Education (CE).

3.1.2. The Turkish corpus

As in the English Corpus, the Turkish corpus consisted of fifty RA abstracts.

Articles were selected from 8 different journals. Articles from two joumals (Hacettepe

University Journal of Education and Elementary Education Online) were used both for

the field of applied linguistics and educational technology.

All the journals were selected from ULAKBIM Turkish Social Sciences

Database.

The number of articles in the two corpora was not equal; therefore, articles

published in 2004 and 2005 were also included to match the number of the articles used

İn the English corpus.

Journals in the field of Applied Linguistics were Hacettepe University Journal of

Education (HEF), National Education (NE), Elementary Education Online (EEO),

TOMER (TO), Inonu University Journal of the Faculty of Education (lU). Joumals in

the field of Educational Technology were Hacettepe University Journal of Education

(HU), Journal of Educational Technology Research (JET), Ankara University Journal

of Faculty of Educational Sciences (AU), Elementary Education Online (EO), Journal

of Uludag University Faculty of Education (VU).

3.2. Procedure

There are two basic types of abstracts which are indicative and informative

abstracts (Lores, 2004).

Indicative abstracts merely indicate what kind of research has been done. This

type of abstract indicates the scope of the paper and some general findings are given. it
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is like the summary of the structure of the Introduction seetion in RAs. Indicative

abstracts match the CARS modeL. The CARS model consists of three moves and

different steps within each move. According to Samraj (2005) in this model, first move

establishes the general topic be ing discussed. Also, the centrality of the topic within the

field may be presented. Aniche within this territory is created pointing out a gap İn

previous researches. Finally, how the research will fill this niche is indicated by the

author of the article. The model is given below.

Move 1- Establishing a territory

Step 1- Claiming centrality

Step 2- Making topic generalizations

Step 3- Reviewing items ofprevious research

Move 2- Establishing aniche

Step 1- Counter-claiming

Step 2- Indicating a gap

Step 3- Question-raising

Step 4- Continuing a tradition

Move 3- Occupying the niche

Step 1- Outlining purposes or announcing present research

Step 2- Announcing present fındings

Step 3- Indicating RA structure

Figure 3.1. The CARS model

Another type of abstract is informative abstract. Informative abstract mirrors the

structure of the whole artiele. it indicates what kind of research has been done.

Additional1y, it gives the main results and summarizes the whole paper. This type of

abstract is also called the IMRD model (Lores, 2004). There are four moves in this type

of abstracts. The model is given below.
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Move 1- Introduction

Move 2- Methods

Move 3- Results

Move 4- Discussion/Conclusion

Figure 3.2. The IMRD model

The first move deseribe the writer's purpose, goals of the research and problems

to be dealt with. Then the data and methodology of the studyare given. In the Results

section, the general fındings are summarized briefly. Lastly, an explanation of the

results and some implications for the further research is indicated.

In the study about research artiele abstracts, Lores (2004) mentions another type

of abstract which is the combination of indicative and informative abstracts. Lores

(2004, p. 286) labels it as the mixed type of informative-indicative abstracts. The moves

and step s in this type of model can be illustrated as follow as

C Move 1-Establishing a territory- MISIIS2

A Move 2- Establishing a niche- M2Si (indicating a gap)

R Move 3- Occupying the niche

S M3Sı (announcing the research)

i = Introduction (i)

M Move 4- Methods (M)

R Move 5- Results (R)

D Move 6- Discussion/Conclusion (D)

Figure 3.3. The mixed-type model

A pilot study was carried out to select the most appropriate model for the

analysis of the abstracts. In this pilot study, twenty artiele abstracts (five artiele abstracts

from each field in both language) in the corpus were selected. The criterion for the

selection of these artiele abstracts was the publication time. The nearest artieles were

chosen. These abstracts were initially analyzed by using the IMRD model. According to

the results the most commonly used model was the IMRD, but in 4 artiele abstracts

there was one more move "establishing a territory" which can be accounted for by the
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use of the mixed type model mentioned above. Consequently, in the present study, all of

the artiele abstracts were analyzed according to the mİxed type modeL.

The analysis of the abstracts was carried out manually. Each move was shown

with a different colour. in the study, the unit of analysis was the sentence. In the

instances where a move was embedded in another or two moves were given in one

sentence, it was assigned to the move that seemed more salient as in the studies of

üzturk (2007) and Hirano (2009). This is exemplified below.

This study investigated the effects of a metacognitive process-based

approach to teaching second language (L2) listening over a semester (LLl).

in this case, the sentence starts with an introduction (I), but then some

information which belongs to Methodology Move (M) is given. Here, Introduction

Move seems more salient. Hence the sentence as a whole was assigned to Introduction

Move.

In the few instances where it was not possible to decide which move was more

salient, both moves were coded in a single sentence following Holmes (1997). This is

exemplified below.

This artiele discusses some of the theoretical issues raised against the

practice, out1inesthe status of recent empirical evidence and presents a 10-

month study of the effects of WCF on two functional uses of the English

article system given to 52 low-intermediate ESL students in Aucland, New

Zealand (ALI).

In this case, after presenting the study (i), the writer gives information about the

participants (M). The sentence was coded as containing two moves (i and M).

in a very limited İnstances in which a sentence contained two moves, both

moves were coded in a single sentence although a move was more salient since the only

information about that move was embedded in that sentence. This is exernplified below.
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in this article, i deseribe aresearch project in which primary students jointly

negotiated ground rules for working together in an online discussion forum

(LE2).

in this case, some information which belongs to the Methodology Move (the

characteristics of the participants and equipment used) is given, Here the Introduction

Move seems more salient. On the other hand, only information about the Methodology

Move is given in that sentence, so both moves were coded. The other two instances

were also coded in that way.

The analysis was carried out fırst by the researcher. Then, for considerations of

reliability, the abstracts were analyzed by a second rater, who specializes in applied

linguistics.
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CHAPTER4

RESULTS

In this ehapter, the results of rhetorieal organization of abstraets in terms of

moves (and steps) written in English and Turkish are presented. Additionally,

similarities and differenees in the structure of RA abstraets in both language s are

indieated.

The structure of the abstraets from two fields was analyzed and their structure

was eompared to the structure of the abstraets in each language.

4.1. Move Structures of Research Article Abstracts İn the English Corpus

The results conceming move structures of RA abstracts in the English corpus are

given in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1. Move structure of RA abstracts in the English corpus

Applied Linguistics Educational Technology

RA Moves* RA Moves

ALI ET-I/M-M-lt BJETI I-M-lt-D
AL2 I-M-lt-D BJET2 I-M-lt
AL3 I/M-M-lt-D-lt-D BJET3 I-M-lt-D
AL4 I-M-lt-D BJET4 ET-I-M-lt-D
ALS ET-I-M-lt BJETS I-M-lt
LLl I-M-lt CALLl I-lt
LL2 I-M-lt-D CALL2 I-M-lt-D
LL3 I-M-lt CALL3 ET-I-M-lt-D
LL4 I-M-lt-D CALL4 I-M-lt-D
LLS I-M-lt CALL5 ET-I-M-lt-D
MLl I-M-D-Ft/D CEl I-M-lt
ML2 I/M-lt-RAS CE2 ET-I-M-lt
ML3 I-M-I-M-lt CE3 I-M-I
ML4 ET-I-M-lt-RAS CE4 I-M-lt
ML5 I-MIFt CE5 I-M-lt-M-lt
SSLAl I-MlFt-D CALl I-M-lt
SSLA2 I-M-lt CAL2 I-M-lt-D
SSLA3 I-M-lt-D CAL3 I-M-lt
SSLA4 I-M-lt-D CAL4 I-M-lt-D
SSLA5 I-M-lt CAL5 ET-I-M-lt-D
SYSL I-M-R-D LEl I-M-I-M-R
SYS2 ET-EN-I-M-lt-AAS LE2 ET-I(1v1)I-lt-D
SYS3 ETIEN-I-M-Ft/D LE3 ET-I/M-R
SYS4 I-M-lt LE4 M-lt
SYS5 I-M-lt LE5 I/M-I/M-lt-D

*ET= Establishing Territory; EN= Establishing aniche; I=Introduction;
M=Methodology; lt= Results; D=Discussion; AAS=Indicating Research Artiele
Structure
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Table 4.1 shows that there are seven different moves (Establishing a territory,

Establishing a niche, Introduction, Methodology, Results, Discussion and Indicating

Research Artiele structure) in the structure of abstracts in the RAs written in English.

But some of these moves did not occur in the abstracts analyzed. All abstracts in the

English corpus contain the moves Introduction, Methodologyand Results with the

exception of three abstracts. The other moves were not present in all abstracts. For

instance, twelve abstracts have the move Establishing a territory and twenty-six

abstracts have the move Discussion. The move structures of abstracts in both fields are

similar. Another result is that there is a move indicating RA structure in three abstracts.

All of these three abstracts also have Introduction, Methodologyand Results moves. In

addition, two of these abstracts have Establishing a territory Move. Another interesting

finding is that only two abstracts have Establishing aniche Move.

The findings reported above indicate that there are not interdisciplinary

differences in the rhetorical structure of abstracts written in English.

4.2. Move Structures of Research Article Abstracts İn the Turkish Corpus

The sixth research ouestion of the study was concemed with the move structure

AT ahstracts written in Turkish. The results are shown İn Table 4.2 below.
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Table 4.2. Move structure of RA abstracts in the Turkish corpus

Applied Linguistics Educational Technology

RA Moves RA Moves

NEl I-M-R UUI ET-I-M-R
NE2 I-M-R-M UU2 I(M)I-R-D
NE3 ET-I-M-R UU3 I-M-RlRAS
NE4 I-M-R EEOI I-M-R
NE5 I-M-R EE02 I(M)I-R
NE6 I-M-R EE03 I-M-R
NE7 ET-I-M-R-D EE04 I-M-R
EEOI I-M-R EE05 I-M-R
EE02 I-M EE06 I-M-R
EE03 ET-I-R EE07 I-M-R-D
IUI ET-M-R JET i ET-I-M-R
IU2 I-M-R JET2 I-M-R
1U3 I-M-R JET3 I-M-R
TOI I-M-R AUI I-M-R
T02 I-MlR-M AU2 I-M-R
T03 I-M-R-D AU3 I-M-R-D
T04 ET-I-M-R AU4 I-M-R
T05 I-M-R AU5 I-M-R
HEFI I-M-R-D HUI I-M-R
HEF2 I-ET-I HU2 I-M-R
HEF3 ET-I-M-R HU3 I-M-R
HEF4 ET-R HU4 ET-I-M-R
HEF5 I-M-R HU5 I-M-R
HEF6 I-M HU6 ET-I-M-R
HEF7 I-M-R HU7 I-M

Table 4.2 shows that the most frequent moves, similar to the structure of English

RA abstracts, are Introduction, Methodologyand Results. Also, eleyen RA abstracts

have Establishing a territory Move. According to the results, only six RA abstracts have

a Discussion move. All of the abstracts which have a Discussion move are written in the

IMRD modeL. Onlyone out of these six abstracts has one more move which is

Establishing a territory. Another result is that onlyone abstract has a move indicating

RA structure.
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The fındings reported above indicate that there are not interdisciplinary

differences in the rhetorical structure of abstracts written in Turkish.

4.3. Move Patterns in the Field of Applied Linguistics

To move to the results regarding the frequency of the move patterns in the field

of Applied Linguistics in both language s, theyare provided in Table 3 below.

Table 4.3. Frequency ofmove patterns in English and Turkish RA abstracts in
Applied Linguistics

Move structure English Turkish

N % N %

ET-R 1 4
I-M 2 8
I-MlR 1 4
ET-I-R ı 4
ET-M-R 1 4
IIM-R-RAS 1 4
I-ET-I 1 4
I-MlR-D 1 4
I-MlR-M ı 4
I-M-R 7 28 11 44
ET-I/M-M-R ı 4
ET-I-M-R 1 4 3 12
ETIEN-I-M-RID 1 4
I-M-D-RID 1 4
I-M-R-D 7 28 2 8
I-M-R-M ı 4
ET-I-M-R-D 1 4
ET-I-M-R-RAS 1 4
ET-EN-I-M-R-RAS 1 4
I-M-I-M-R 1 4
IIM-M-R-D-R-D 1 4

Some of the patterns listed in Table 3 were language specific that İs occurred in

one corpus but not the other. For instance, I-MlR, IIM-R-RAS, I-MlR-D, ET-IIM-M-R,

ETIEN-I-M-RlD, I-M-D-RlD, ET-I-M-R-RAS,ET-EN-I-M-R-RAS, I-M-I-M-R, I/M-

M-R-D-R-D patterns occurred in English but not in Turkish, and ET-R, I-M, ET-I-R,
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ET-M-R, I-ET-I, I-MlR-M, I-M-R-M, ET-I-M-R-D patterns occurred in Turkish but not

in English.

To turn to the frequency of occurrence, the results indicate that the most frequent

move patterns in RA abstracts written in English are I-M-R (28%) and I-M-R-D (28%),

where as the most frequent move pattern in Turkish abstracts is I-M-R (44%). Onlyeight

% of abstracts written in Turkish have the I-M-R-D pattem. Another pattern which is

seen in Turkish abstracts is ET-I-M-R (12%). The occurrence of other patterns was not

significant. They occurred only once in the abstracts written in both languages.

The findings reported above indicate that there are differences İn the rhetorical

structure of abstracts written in English and those written in Turkish.

4.4. Move Patterns in the Field of Educational Technology

As for the eighth research question which was concerned with the frequency of

the move patterns in the field of Educational Technology in both languages, the results

are given İn Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Frequency of move patterns İn English and Turkish RA abstracts İn
Educational Technology

Move structure English Turkish

N % N %

I(M)I-R 1 4
I-M 1 4
I-R 1 4
M-R 1 4
ET-I1M-R 1 4
I(M)I-R-D 1 4
I-M-I 1 4
I-M-R 6 24 15 60
I-M-RlRAS 1 4
ET-I(M)I-R-D 1 4
ET-I-M-R 1 4 4 16
I/M-I1M-R-D 1 4
I-M-R-D 6 24 2 8
ET-I-M-R-D 4 16
I-M-I-M-R 1 4
I-M-R-M-R 1 4

Some of the patterns listed in Table 4 were language specific that İs occurred in

one corpus but not the other. For instance, I-R, M-R, ET-I1M-R, I-M-I, ET-I(M)I-R-D,

I1M-IIM-R-D, ET-I-M-R-D, I-M-I-M-R, I-M-R-M-R patterns occurred in English but

not İn Turkish, and I(M)I-R, I-M, I(M)I-R-D, I-M-RlRAS patterns occurred in Turkish

but not in English.

To move to the frequency of occurrence according to the results in Table 4, the

most frequent move structures in English RA abstracts are I-M-R (24%) and I-M-R-D

(24%). The next most frequent pattern İs ET-I-M-R-D (16%). However, in Turkish RA

abstracts the I-M-R pattern was significantly more frequent than the other patterns

which accounted for the sixty percent of all the move structures in the Turkish corpus.

The second frequent pattern was ET-I-M-R (16%). The percentage of the I-M-R-D

pattern was eight. The occurrence of other patterns was not significant. They occurred

only once in the abstracts written İn both languages.
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The findings reported above indicate that there are differences İn the rhetorical

structure of abstracts in the field of Educational Technology written in English and

those written in Turkish.

An interesting finding of the study is that in some abstracts (sixteen percent), the

move pattem consists of only two moves such as I-M-I, I-R, M-R, I-M, I-ET-I and ET-

R. These structures were used only once except for I-M pattem which was used three

times in the whole corpora.
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CHAPTER5

DISCUSSION

In this study, the structure of abstracts written in English from two disciplines

(applied linguistics and educational technology) was analyzed and their structure was

compared to the structure of abstracts written in Turkish in each discipline. The goal

was to examine the similarities and differences between the structures of abstracts in

two disciplines, and between abstracts written in English and Turkish.

5.1. The structure of RA abstracts in Applied Linguistics and Educational

Technology written in English

As a fırst step, abstracts from two disciplines written in English were compared.

The most frequent moves in both fields were Introduction, Methodologyand Results, a

fınding similar to the results of Martin (2003) whose study was in the area of

experimental social sciences. This İs also consistent with the findings of Pho (2008).

He analyzed twenty applied linguistics RA abstracts and found that the introduction,

methodologyand results moves were the most frequent moves in that study

As for the differences and similarities between the two fields, all Applied

Linguistics abstracts in the English corpus contained the moves Introduction,

Methodology and Results whereas in three Educational Technology abstracts there were

some exceptions. There was not a Methodology move in CALL1, the Results move in

CE3 and the Introduction move in LE4. The occurrence of Establishing a territory and

Discussion moves was almost the same.

The most striking differences between Applied Linguistics and Educational

Technology abstracts were Establishing aniche and Indicating Research Artide

Structure moves. These two moves were only present in Applied Linguistics abstracts.

Three abstracts (ML2, ML4, SYS2) contained Indicating Research Artide Structure

move and two abstracts (SYS2, SYS3) contained Establishing aniche move.
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Establishing aniche move shared a similarity with the results of Lores' (2004) study.

Lores (2004) analyzed 36 RA abstracts from linguistics journals and found that only

three abstracts contained that move.

The most frequent move patterns were I-M-R and I-M-R-D İn both fields and the

frequency of occurrence was quite sİmilar (28% İn Applied Linguistics, 24% İn

Educatİonal Technology) which was a different finding from the study of Hyland

(2000). The most frequent move pattern was I-M-R (33%) İn applied linguistics

abstracts in Hyland's (2000) studyand I-M-R-D pattern was present in only eleyen

percent of the abstracts. In the present study, in Applied Linguistics abstracts, both I-M-

R and I-M-R-D patterns were present İn seven abstracts; and in Educatİonal Technology

abstracts, they occurred six times. However, in Educational Technology abstracts there

was another frequent move pattem, ET-I-M-R-D. This pattern was present in four

abstracts. Also, all of the other move patterns in AppIied Linguistics abstracts and most

of the other move patterns in Educational Technology abstracts contained the moves

Introductİon, Methodologyand Results but the order of these moves were different.

Hence the difference cannot be explained in terms of an interdisciplinary variation. The

writers of these RA abstracts in both fields may just want to explain the aim of their

research, deseribe the methodologyand present the results of their studies without

paying attention to the order of these moves.

Another finding was that there were three Educational Technology abstracts

which had only two moves. Hyland (2000) has also observed that there were a high

number of two-move abstracts, but he suggested that these two moves were about the

introduction and results which was different from the present study. In this study, only

one case (CALLI) consisted of the moves Introduction and Results. in one of the other

cases, there were Introduction and Methodology moves, and another abstract contained
the Methodologyand Results moves.
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5.2. The structure of RA abstracts in Applied Linguistics and Educational

Technology written in Turkish

As a second step, the structures of abstracts from the two disciplines written in

Turkish were cornpared. The most frequent moves in both fields were Introduction,

Methodologyand Results. All of Educational Technology abstracts had these three

moves except for one abstract which did not contain the Results move while in Applied

Linguistics abstracts there were more abstracts in which these three moves were not

present.

An important finding was that only six abstracts (three from each discipline) had

a Discussion move. There might be two reasons of this finding. First1y, Turkish

researchers do not point out a gap in previous research, and they do not have research

questions to fill this gap. Or they just choose a subject for their research without reading

the studies in the literature. Therefore, they may not need to discuss the results or

findings of the studyand compare them with the studies in the literature. Secondly,

since exarnples of gap-type research in the Turkish literature are rare, novice researchers

may follow the structure of the previous studies in which a gap is not indicated. As a

result, Turkish researchers may tend to omit the Discussion move in their studies.

Establishing a territory move was more frequent in Applied Linguistics abstracts

than Educational Technology abstracts. Eight abstracts contained that move in Applied

Linguistics abstracts whereas in only four Educational Technology abstracts included

that move. This finding needs to be investigated further to see whether this can be

explained in terms of interdisciplinary variation.

In the Turkish corpus, the number of two-move abstracts is higher but almost all

of these abstracts contained different two moves. Only the Introduction and

Methodology moves were present in three abstracts.

The most frequent move pattern was I-M-R in both fields in abstracts written in

Turkish. The other patterns were ET-I-M-R and I-M-R-D. The Turkish corpus

contained the RAs published between 2004 and 20lO. Explaining this move pattern
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variation can be possible with a further research. it needs to be exaınined whether there

has been a change in the conventions between these years in the journals.

5.3. Comparison of the Structure of Abstracts written in English and Turkish

When the structures of abstracts were compared in terms of the two languages, it

was found that in both languages the moves Introduction, Methodologyand Results are

important. Writers may need to introduce their research and explain their purpose to

attract their readers. Also, describing the methodology can help the reader to understand

the study elearly. Since the present study ineludes only empirical artieles, reporting the

results is an important part of the study.

This finding correlates with the previous studies in some ways and differs from

them in some other ways. Martin (2003) found that the Introduction move was the most

frequent move in the abstracts both in English and Spanish. The frequency of

occurrence of the Methods move was also similar in both languages. But there was a

tendeney to omit the Results move in the Spanish abstracts. in Samraj's (2005) study,

the Results move was found the most important move, whereas the Methods move was

not as frequently found as the other moves in the abstracts.

The findings of the present study suggest that there are important differences

between the rhetorical organization of abstracts written in Turkish and those written in

English. in contrast to Turkish RA abstracts in which the I-M-R pattern seemed to

predominate, in English RA abstracts two patterns (I-M-R and I-M-R-D) were equally

predominant in the organization of RA abstracts in the field of Applied Linguistics. The

same goes for the results in the field of Educational Technology. The I-M-R pattern was

the most frequent one in abstracts written in Turkish, whereas the I-M-R and I-M-R-D

patterns were equally frequent in abstracts written in English.

The reason for such a result might be explained by the editorial policy of

journals. Journals in the Turkish corpus require their authors to succinctly summarize

the major points of the manuseript in the abstraet. For example, National Edueatİon
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abstracts are required to project the aim and the results of the work as relevant and short

as possible. So Turkish writers may choose to explain the purpose and findings shortly

and not to discuss the study in the abstract section.

The most interesting difference, with highly statistical significance, between the

English and Turkish abstracts is related to the frequency of occurrence of the Discussion

move, in which an explanation of the results and some implications for the further

research is indicated. Whereas the Discussion move occurred in forty-six percent of the

abstracts written in English, this move was present only in twelve percent of the

abstracts written in Turkish. This move was also one of the least frequent moves

according to Pho's (2008) study.

5.3.1. Move embeddings

Genera1ly most of the moves in the corpus were realized by a sentence or a

series of sentences or at least a elause. However there were some cases where a move

appeared in the form of a phrase or a word as in the study of Pho (2008). Most of the

move embeddings found in the English corpus occurred with the Methodology move,

and this move was embedded in the Introduction move or the Results move. The fact

that the Methodology move is more likely to be embedded than the other moves can be

explained by the relative flexibility of the realization of this move. For instance, the

methods of the study can be expressed in a phrase at the beginning of a sentence

presenting the research.

Also, Santos (1996) explains move embedding as the feeling of the author to

compete for the attention of a busy readership. If the interest of the reader cannot be

attracted in the first sentence, the RA may not be read. On the other hand, Hyland

(2000) and Martin (2003) see presenting two moves in a single sentence as a response to

the space constraints of the abstract.

Move embedding was observed in only two cases in the abstracts written in

Turkish. In one of the case, the Results move was embedded in the Methodology move,
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and in the other case the move Indicating Research Artide Structure was embedded in

the Results move. The issue requires further research.
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CHAPTER6

CONCLUSION

6.1. Summary of the study

The purpose of the study was to investigate the rhetorical organization found in

RA abstracts written in English and Turkish. The data used in this study consisted of

100 abstracts published in two disciplines (applied linguistics and educational

technology). Articles were selected from eighteen different journals published between

2004 and 2010 (see Appendix 1).

The findings of the study can be summarized as follows:

There were seven different move patterns in the abstracts analyzed: Establishing

a territory, Establishing a niche, Introduction, Methodology, Results, Discussion, and

Indicating Research Artide Structure.

The analysis of the structure of abstracts has revealed that the Introduction,

Methodologyand Results moves are the most frequent moves in abstracts in both

languages.

Whereas the Discussion move is fairly common in the abstracts written in

English, the same cannot be said for the abstracts written in Turkish. There is a strong

tendeney to omit the Discussion move in the Turkish abstracts. The frequency of

occurrence of this move was twelve percent as opposed to forty-six percent in the

abstracts written in English.

The frequency of occurrence of Establishing a territory move was the same in

both languages (24%).

The least frequent moves in the abstracts written in English were Establishing a

niche (4%) and Indicating Research Article Structure (6%). On the other hand, the least

frequent move İn the abstracts written İn Turkish was the move Indicating Research
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Artide Structure. This move occurred only once. Additionally, the Establishing aniche

move was not seen in any of the abstracts.

The findings of the present the study indicates that the most frequent patterns in

the English corpus are I-M-R and I-M-R-D, whereas I-M-R pattern is significantly more

frequent in the Turkish corpus.

6.2. Limitations of the Present Study

The corpus analyzed here is limited, being composed of fifty abstracts in each

language. So, alarger corpus is needed to generalize the findings.

Moreover, all of the articles in the English corpus were published between 2006

and 2010, but the Turkish corpus included the articles published in 2004 and 2005 to

match the number of articles used for the English corpus. If there is a conventional

change between 2004 and 2010, this may have affected the results.

Additionally, five articles were selected from eachjoumal in the English corpus,

whereas the number of the articles selected from the journals in the Turkish corpus

ranged from three to seven because of the limited number of studies in Turkish.

6.3. Suggestions for further research

A very interesting finding of this study was that all the moves identified by the

mixed type model were found in onlyone abstract. Some new moves have emerged,

while some others are simply disappearing. Some moves have gained popularity, while

others have attracted less attention. So further research is needed with alarger corpus to

generalize the findings of the present study.

Also, it should be remembered that the present study contained abstracts from

empirical RAs, and the results may be applicable to this specific genre. Other types of

RA abstracts such as theoretical and review articles may have different move structures.
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As a further research, comparative studies of these types of RA abstracts can be carried

out.

6.4. Implications of the Present Study

The findings of this study may have some implications for the teaching of

academic writing. Nowadays, almost all of the articles are required to have an abstract

written in English. Thus knowing the textual organization of abstracts is necessary for

NNSs of English even if they do not publish their work in English.

Martin (2003) suggests in his study that there are some guidebooks and manuals

about writing research articles, but only a few of them deseribe the textual organization

and linguistic features of scientific genres satisfactorily. Using the fındings of the

present study can increase NNSs' knowledge and can be used as a useful source to

produce their abstracts.

Also, this study can help to understand certain similarities and differences in
abstracts according to the discipline and language.
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APPENDIXl

Journals used for the analysis
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Applied Linguistics
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Turkish Corpus
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Educational Technology
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APPENDIX2
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APPENDIX3

Sample move analysis of aresearch artiele abstract written in English

(ET) There is an increase use of wireless technologies in education all over the world.

In fact, wireless technologies such as laptop computers, palmtop computers and mobile

phones are revolutionising education and transforming the traditional classroom-based

leaming and teaching into anytime and anywhere education. (I) This paper

investigates the use of wireless technologies in education with particular reference

to the potential of learning new technical English language words (M) using Short

Message Service (SMS) text messaging. The system, developed by the authors, called

mobile learning tool (MOLT), has been tested with 45 1st-year undergraduate students.

The knowledge of students before and after the experiment has been measured. (R) Our

results show that students enjoyed and learned new words with the help of their

mobile phones. (D) We believe that using the MOLT system as an educational tool will

contribute to the success of students. (BJET 4)

ET-I-M-ft-D
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APPENDIX4

Sample move analysis of aresearch artiele abstract written in Turkish

(ET) Türkiye'deki eğitim fakültelerinde İngilizce dersi zorunlu ders olarak iki dönem

boyunca öğretilmektedir. (i) Bu çalışma eğitim fakültelerinde öğrenim gören

öğretmen adaylarının mezun oldukları lise tiplerini, mevcut İngilizce seviyelerini

ve dönem sonunda bu dersteki başarı düzeylerini saptamak amacıyla yapılmıştır.

(M) Çalışmaya toplam 345 öğretmen adayı dahil edilmiş olup, bu öğrenciler 5 farklı

bölümde öğrenim görmektedir. Çalışma 2004-2005 öğretim yılının güz dönemi boyunca

devam etmiştir. (R) Çalışmadan elde edilen veriler öğretmen adaylarının dönem

sonunda İngilizce bilgi düzeylerini arttırdıklarını göstermektedir. (D) Ancak

sınıfların seviye grubu uygulaması yapılmadığı için heterojen yapıda olduğu ve bunun

dersin etkililiği anlamında olumsuz etkileri olabileceğine değinilmiş ve çözüm önerileri

ileri sürülmüştür. Son olarak ise yan-dal uygulamalarına değinilerek yönetmeliklerin

gözden geçirilmesinin yerinde olacağı görüşü benimsenmiştir. (NE7)

ET-I-M-Ft-l)
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